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Modern Machine Learning Techniques are Highly Effective 
at Modeling Complex Data

Data on spatial grids

Time-varying Data

Structured Data

Heterogeneous Data



We Build Complex Models using Limited Supervision, with 
the Hope of Generalizing in the “Wild”  

Confidences must be correlated to the observed performanceTRUST

Need to rely on generalizable relationshipsCAUSALITY

Going beyond i.i.d. assumptionsTRANSFERABILITY

Conform to ethical standards and eliminate biasFAIRNESS

Convey more than a terse predictionINFORMATIVENESS

Understanding model behavior and its vulnerabilities “ahead-of-time” is critical for 
safe deployment.



A Rigorous Statistical Characterization of ML Models is 
Required for Meeting these Objectives

Avoid machines from being overly confident even when making mistakes

Validate if a model contains inductive biases from known priors

Understand data regimes in which a model is expected to work

Prediction Calibration: Adjusting model predictions to improve error distribution



Some Terminology

Empirical Risk: Given data sampled from an unknown distribution p, empirical risk 
is defined as follows:

Residual: Difference between the observed value and the estimated value of the 
quantity of interest  

Confidence: How confident is a model about its prediction? (Max. probability, 
entropy, variance, prediction intervals, distance from the data distribution)

sample size
learned function

loss



Some Terminology

Uncertainty Quantification: Study all sources of error and uncertainty that can 
impact the reliability of inferences

Systematic and stochastic measurement errors, Ignorance, Model limitations, Human error, 
Algorithmic approximations etc.

Epistemic Uncertainty: Due to lack of knowledge 
that we can reduce by paying a price 

Aleatoric Uncertainty: Naturally occurring 
randomness that we do not know how to reduce



Some Terminology

Calibration Error: Discrepancy between accuracy and confidence estimates!



Some Terminology

Domain Shift: Change in the distribution of the covariates 

Concept Shift: Change in relationship between input and outputs



Machine Learned Models are Routinely Used to Replace 
Complex Scientific and Engineering Processes

Access to expensive simulators or experiments are required to solve challenging 
optimization problems in practice

Broadly, this is referred to Model-based Optimization

Surrogate Modeling - Approximate the underlying process using a predictive 
model

1. Scoring function f is unknown 
2. High-dimensionality
3. Need to leverage manifold structure in X
4. Finite data (X,Y) in lieu of good priors



Deep Neural Net Surrogates Can Approximate Complex 
Functions and Handle Heterogeneous Data

Universal Approximation Theorem.
A feedforward single hidden layer network with finite 

width can approximate continuous functions on compact 
subsets of ℝ^n under mild assumptions on the activation 

function

Simulator

The predictive model needs to generate
heterogeneous quantities, while preserving 

the necessary consistencies  



The Choice of Loss Function is Critical to Ensuring that 
Surrogates are Consistent with f

Problem: Does a patient’s scan contain evidence for an ailment? 
Formulation: Does the patient’s scan look different enough from the database of 
healthy subjects?  
Implementation: Minimize cross-entropy between predictions and ground truth

In many predictive modeling problems in sciences, we deal with continuous-valued 
targets and we use symmetric losses as the objective.

Choice of loss function places a prior on the distribution of residuals 

L2 error optimal when the distribution is symmetric

Not robust when there are outliers



What Happens When There is a Discrepancy Between the 
Observed Data and the Loss Function?

Example: Approximating a synthetic function using a 1-layer MLP (ReLU)

Robust variants 
like Huber can 

help

L2 error is well 
suited for 

symmetric noise

Asymmetric noise 
makes symmetric 

losses to fail 



Designing a Data-Adaptive Loss Function to Build Accurate 
Predictive Models

Learn-by-Calibrating* - Use interval calibration as a training objective to build deep 
models that are consistent with the inherent noise structure.

Interval Calibration

* Thiagarajan et al. Designing accurate emulators for scientific processes using calibration-driven deep models. Nature Comm. 2020



LbC is Comprised of Two Models to Obtain Mean and 
Interval Estimates 

A bi-level optimization approach for jointly inferring both mean and interval network
parameters

* Thiagarajan et al. Designing accurate emulators for scientific processes using calibration-driven deep models. Nature Comm. 2020



Conceptually, this Synergistic Optimization Aims to Achieve 
Calibration at All Confidence Levels Simultaneously

Optional Reweighting



Going Back to the Synthetic Example



A Bunch of Tricks for Implementing LbC

Choice of Training Schedule: Number of epochs that we run the update for each of 
the models

Calibration Error Validation MSE

Update the mean estimator 
more frequently than the 

interval estimator



A Bunch of Tricks for Implementing LbC

Choice of Confidence Levels: Simultaneous optimization of multiple levels is 
challenging

Calibration Error

Validation MSE
Larger number of levels leads to 

noisy gradients



A Bunch of Tricks for Implementing LbC

Effect of Data Partitioning: Data for updating the two models

Calibration Error Validation MSE
Use random subsets for faster 

convergence



LbC Consistently Produces Accurate Emulators Regardless 
of the Inherent Noise Structure 

R2 statistic

LbC outperforms symmetric losses when the 
residual distribution is skewed

LbC requires lesser number of model parameters 
to match a standard model



LbC Can Be Generalized to Multiclass Classification

We replace the cross-entropy loss with LbC by posing a soft-classification problem of 
predicting the logits

We allow a small non-zero probability for all classes (0.05/(K-1))  and 0.95 for the 
true class and predict the corresponding logits.

Confidence Estimation

* Thiagarajan et al. Improving Reliability of Clinical Models using Prediction Calibration. MICCAI UNSURE Workshop 2020

Uncertainty in accepting positive class

Worst case uncertainty in rejecting a negative class



LbC Outperforms Existing Prediction Calibration Methods 
in Multiclass Classification 

Reliability Plots
Study the trade-off between model autonomy and performance – by allowing a 
model to defer from making predictions when its confidence is low

* Thiagarajan et al. Improving Reliability of Clinical Models using Prediction Calibration. MICCAI UNSURE Workshop 2020

Lesion Type Prediction



Using Prediction Calibration to Improve Model Based 
Optimization

Recap: Model Based Optimization

Naïve Approach: (i) Build surrogate for f ; (ii) Densely sample X to obtain the best 
match in Y.

A better approach is to directly build an inverse model g that can estimate X given Y
§ Mapping f is not bijective
§ Access only to static offline data
§ Lack of priors on X

Model Based Optimization



Using Prediction Calibration to Improve Model Based 
Optimization

We propose to use self-consistency with a forward model to calibrate the inverse

Forward

Inverse
+

* Anirudh et al. Improved surrogates in inertial confinement fusion with manifold and cycle consistencies. PNAS 2020

Introduce latent variables to make 
the mapping bijective 

Inverse Model Fidelity

Self-Consistency

Match Latent Prior



Using Prediction Calibration to Improve Model Based 
Optimization

Using a coupled model eliminates the need for an explicit self-consistency term

Coupled 
Model

+

* Narayanaswamy et al. Designing Deep Inverse Models for History Matching in Reservoir Simulations. Neurips ML4PS 2019

Inverse Error

Match Latent Prior

Forward Error



Calibrated Inverse Models Lead to Improved History 
Matching Performance

Reservoir Model Simulation – 14D input parameter space and the simulator outputs 
multivariate time-series measurements (oil, water, gas production rates)

* Narayanaswamy et al. Designing Deep Inverse Models for History Matching in Reservoir Simulations. Neurips ML4PS 2019

Outperforms existing history matching strategies in terms of accuracy and the resulting 
prediction intervals are well-calibrated – Dynamic data collection



Detecting and Generalizing Under Distribution Shifts is a 
Key Requirement for Model Deployment in the “Wild”

Classifier-based Out of Distribution Detection (OOD) often performs poorly when 
compared to generative approaches – Miscalibrated predictions

Providing Robust Feature Importances using Loss Estimation* – A new training 
approach that uses an auxiliary loss estimator to calibrate model predictions

* Thiagarajan et al. Accurate and Robust Feature Importance Estimation under Distribution Shifts. AAAI 2021



Joint Training of Classifier and Loss Estimator Leads to 
Improved Models

* Thiagarajan et al. Accurate and Robust Feature Importance Estimation under Distribution Shifts. AAAI 2021



Interestingly, the Loss Estimator Can Detect OOD Samples 
at Test Time 



Loss Estimator Can Also Be Used to Compute Feature 
Influences for Local Explanations 



Classifier-Based OOD Detection Can Be Used to Generate 
Counterfactual Explanations

* Narayanaswamy et al. Using Deep Image Priors to Generate Counterfactual Explanations. https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.12046

Calibrated classifier models that can detect OOD samples can provide critical 
insights into the model behavior

Counterfactual Explanation: Changes required to a given image that will lead to a 
specific change in its prediction (typically obtained using generative models)

We formulate the problem obtaining 
counterfactuals as preimage recovery using a deep 

image prior

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.12046


Pre-Image Recovery using Deep Image Priors

Ill-posed problem of inverting an arbitrarily encoded representation to a realization 
on the (unknown) image manifold

Deep Image Prior (DIP) uses the neural network architecture as an implicit prior

DIP will recover even OOD 
samples due to lack of 
knowledge about the 

manifold



Enhancing DIP with Loss Estimator Based OOD Detection 
for Generating Counterfactuals



Our Approach Produces Highly Plausible Counterfactuals 
When Compared to the Standard DIP 



Transferring Predictive Models Under Distribution Shifts is 
Crucial for Real-World Model Deployment

Domain adaptation requires large amounts of (even unlabeled) data.

A sample-efficient way is to transfer pruned networks (Lottery Ticket Hypothesis)



Transferring Predictive Models Under Distribution Shifts is 
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Will the Winning Tickets be Effective if Retrained using 
Distribution Shifted Data?

Supervised models pick up inductive biases that may not generalize – Over-
confident while making mistakes

Pruning in LTH: Neurons with the largest magnitude are the most useful in 
subnetwork selection

Hypothesis: The same neurons present the highest risk of causing overconfidence in 
predictions

Finding: Tickets drawn from a well-calibrated model generalize better to shifted 
data 



Adjusting Model Predictions to Avoid Overconfidence Will 
Temper the Troublesome Neurons

Variance-Weighted Confidence Calibration: Use stochastic inferences (dropout) to 
trade-off between cross entropy and label smoothing losses

Likelihood Weighted Confidence Calibration: Instead of weighting with variances, 
we use the likelihood directly obtained using stochastic inferences.

* Venkatesh et al. Calibrate and Prune: Improving Reliability of Lottery Tickets Through Prediction Calibration. https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03875



What Happens Under Distribution Shifts?

Fog Corruption

Frost Corruption

Gaussian Noise Corruption



Prediction Calibration Can Also Help Make Models Robust 
to Poisoning Attacks

Poisoning attack refers to the scenario where the attacker injects false data into the 
systems, thereby affecting the training process.

Semi-supervised Node Classification
Graph Neural Networks Implemented 

using messaging passing



Performance of Existing GNN Methods Degrades When the 
Graph Structure is Poisoned 

Uncertainty Matching GNNs

A GNN model M that uses the poisoned graph to 
perform node classification

A Surrogate Model F that operates only on the 
node attributes

An Uncertainty Matching strategy to transfer 
reliable knowledge from M à F

Label smoothing regularization for improved 
generalization



UM-GNN Uses Epistemic Uncertainties from the GNN 
Model to Calibrate Predictions of the Surrogate 

Stochastic inferences with MC Dropout

Uncertainty estimates

Uncertainty matching



UM-GNN Uses Epistemic Uncertainties from the GNN 
Model to Calibrate Predictions of the Surrogate 

Severity of Corruption

* Shanthamallu et al. Uncertainty-Matching Graph Neural Networks to Defend Against Poisoning Attacks. AAAI 2021



UM-GNN Provides Significant Improvements Over Existing 
GNN Approaches

Random Attack

DICE Attack



UM-GNN Provides Significant Improvements Over Existing 
GNN Approaches

Mettack

Targeted Attack Misclassification Rate



Summary

Prediction Calibration is a general approach for incorporating known priors and improving 
the generalization/reliability of deep neural networks 

Uncertainty estimation has become an important tool in the design and analysis of 
predictive models

The notion of calibration can play a significant role in addressing several critical 
challenges that we encounter in practice
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